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The study of speech errors, or "slips of the tongue," is a time-honored methodology which serves as a window to the representation and processing of language and has proven to be the most reliable source of data for building theories of speech production planning. However, until Kids' Slips, there has never been a corpus of such errors from children with which to work. This is the first developmental linguistics research volume to document how online processing is revealed in young children, ages 18 months through 5 years, through their slips of the tongue. Thus, this text provides a new methodology and data source, which will greatly expand our ability to uncover the details of early language development. Professor Jaeger's groundbreaking book incorporates both details of her methodology and findings with implications for different aspects of language development, including phonetics and phonology, the lexicon, semantics, morphology, and syntax. While all the child data is included in the book, a Web site hosted by the author provides readers with the adult data as well. Kids' Slips targets those who study language development in linguistics, developmental psychology, and speech and hearing, as well as those who study language representation and processing more generally in the same disciplines.

The seeds of this book were sown in the spring of 1986, when I was having dinner with a colleague whom I had not seen in some time. He asked me what I was working on, and I told him I was studying my daughter Anna's language acquisition longitudinally, and I was particularly interested in her slips of the tongue. He looked at me in surprise, and informed me that it was a well-known fact that children do not make slips of the tongue until they are seven years old, and that this fact was related to brain lateralization. At this point I realized I was onto something. I subsequently sent him a list of 100 of Anna's slips, made between 19 months and 3 years of age, and he wrote back that perhaps this theory about the development of lateralization in the child would have to be reconsidered.

These data were collected between 1983 when Anna made her first slip, through 1992 when Bobby turned 6. The analysis of the data and the writing of the current book occupied the next decade of my professional life. With a project this extensive, there have naturally been a very large number of people who have contributed their ideas, criticism, and enthusiasm, and thus many thanks are in order.
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Electronic Design Automation of Analog ICs combining Gradient Models with Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book applies to the scientific area of electronic design automation (EDA) and addresses the automatic sizing of analog integrated circuits (ICs). Particularly, this book presents an approach to enhance a state-of-the-art layout-aware circuit-level optimizer (GENOM-POF), by embedding statistical knowledge from an automatically generated...
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Gower Handbook of Project ManagementAshgate, 2008

	This book is intended as a handbook for project management practitioners. The aim is to give an introduction to, and overview of, the essential knowledge required for managing projects. A team of experienced practitioners have been selected to introduce the reader to the knowledge and skills required to manage projects. There are four parts...
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Active Directory BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Master the power of Active Directory™ Whether you're a networking newcomer or a veteran administrator, working with Windows® 2000 Server requires a thorough knowledge of Active Directory. This complete guide delivers all the information you need. Logically organized and packed with real-world examples, it shows you...
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Broadband Bible, Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	It’s better with broadband, and you can do it...


	Whether you need Internet access to work from home, operate a home-based business, run a small business, or simply enjoy all the wonders of the Web, broadband is better. This guide makes it easy to choose among the many broadband options, get connected, set up...
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MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Installation and Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-410Sybex, 2015

	Master Windows Server installation and configuration with hands-on practice and interactive study aids for the MCSA: Windows Server 2012 R2 exam 70-410


	MCSA: Windows Server 2012 R2 Installation and Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-410 provides complete preparation for exam 70-410: Installing and Configuring...
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Ice Age Floodscapes of the Pacific Northwest: A Photographic ExplorationSpringer, 2021

	
		
			This heavily illustrated book contains descriptions and geologic interpretations of photographs (mostly aerial) illustrating the power and magnitude of repeated Ice Age flooding in the Pacific Northwest, as recently as 14,000 years ago. The scale of Ice Age floods was so huge that today it is often difficult to see and...
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